LEARN SWEDISH WITH ASTAR!

Combine SFI with a PROFESSIONAL LANGUAGE

– Get into the job market quickly with the aid of Astar

www.astar.se
ASTAR MAKES YOU A STAR

Learning Swedish is the first step to getting a job. With Astar you can learn Swedish quickly. You can also learn a professional language as an option. A professional language means learning words and terms that are important for your chosen trade or profession.

STUDY IN YOUR OWN TIME WITH THE BEST TEACHERS

Astar offers a modern and secure study environment where you can study flexibly, at your own pace. You set up your own individual schedule together with your introductory teacher. Our SFI teachers and mother tongue teachers work together to help you achieve your goals as fast as you are able.

ASTAR HAS LONG EXPERIENCE WITH SFI

We have worked with SFI for a long time. We know that you need a good teacher and a clear teaching structure, but also that learning should be fun!

Welcome!

CONTACT

info@astar.se
010–43 44 000
www.astar.se